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Story ideas for print and broadcast media
UD MARKETING PROFESSOR RATED THE THIRD

IN U.S.

Not many stockbrokers can boast being the third best investor in the
country. Too bad it's only a game. Anil Mahajan, a part-time marketing
professor at the University of Dayton, is ranked third in the nation in the
AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge, which began Nov. 1.
The national stock market game, which will run through Feb. 28, 1990,
is a chance for college professors and students interested in investing to
try their hand. Updates on the participants' progress are reported weekly
in USA Today. Mahajan is competing in the professors' division of the AT&T
game, which supplies the players with an imaginary brokerage house, a stock
portfolio of $500,000 and the chance to win real money and prizes.
"I got into the game to get my hands dirty," Mahajan said. "I have
been interested in investing, and before I risked my own savings, I wantad
to try the game to get experience."
·
Mahajan has increased his portfolio value to $520,499 since the game
began by using what he calls "a very aggressive strategy." Mahajan is
following in the footsteps of colleague Robert Schinkle, an associate
professor of economics and finance at UD, who won the competition in the
professors' division last year.
For media interviews, contact Anil Mahajan at (513) 229-3744.
MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER USES UD FACULTY TO TRAIN BUSINESS EXECUTIVES

Since Joseph Schenk took over the reins at the University of Dayton's
Management Development Center in 1985, the organization has done nothing
but grow ••• and grow ••• and grow--an estimated 700 percent in the last four
years. What has caused the dramatic leap in revenues for MDC, a service
arm of UD's School of Business Administration which provides professional
development services for business executives and managers?
"We do a lot of things that a small organization like us shouldn't be
able to do," said Schenk. "We shouldn't be able to serve managers from
China and India. We just don't believe we can't do it, so we do."
The majority of Schenk's session facilitators are UD faculty from
areas like engineering, management and communication who lead sessions on
diverse topics ranging from perceptive listening to financial management.
"My human resources are the human resources of the University of Dayton."
Schenk believes the key to MDC's success is the "customized service at an
off-the-shelf price" he is able to offer clients. "We don't send out a lot
of invoices or print fancy brochures. If you succeed in selling a lot of
seats to a training session in order to cover the cost of printing a
brochure, you lose effectiveness beca ~ se the seminar becomes too large."
For media interviews, contact J~ph Schenk at (513) 229-3115.
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